Section 14 – Sprays & Adhesives

Lubrication

Hydraulics
Hydraulic
QRC
Pneumatic
QRC

40+

AMS4

Rust Flash

A true multi-purpose treatment: it can be used as
a penetrant, a lubricant, an anti-corrosion coating
to prevent flash rusting on steel, and as a moisture
displacer in high humidity environments.
400ml are aerosols
5 Litre are bulk tubs

Use on high voltage and 3-phase connector casing
and joints to seal against moisture ingress, assist
assembly/disassembly and prevent cracking of
rubber seals.
Insulates high voltage parts against leaking or
arcing, Waterproofs electronics in damp or humid
conditions.

For use on all seized fasteners, particularly those
corroded or rusted. Ideal for bolts on equipment
located outside and subjected to adverse
conditions.
Rust is shock-cooled, cracking it and allowing
penetrating oils to work, Very fast acting for rapid
job turnaround.

Multi-purpose
Silicone Grease

Multi-purpose,
Industrial Protective Lubricant
0229
6130007000
6230005100

Rust Loosener
with Freeze Shock Effect

0229
400ml
5 Litre

6.10
35.65

AGL1
Use to displace moisture and protect electrical
contacts from corrosion.
Provides precision lubrication by its thin, high
dielectric strength, lubricating film.

Ind. Air Prep.,
Monitor
& Test

6130008500

400

15.95

0229

Chainspray &
FLT Chain Spray

6150003601

Use on all types of chain and drives including
conveyors, door mechanisms, quarry plant, drying
ovens doors, and forklift trucks. Ideal for fast
moving or exposed chains.
Offers maximum adhesion to chain links with
excellent penetration.
Separate version specifically developed for Fork Lift
Trucks (500ml).

Use as a highly effective release agent for seized
fasteners, particularly bolts and grub screws.
Frees seized components rapidly.

500

8.15

Penetrating Oil

KELM™
Pneumatics
Pneumatic
& Vacuum
Equipment
Valves
Ring Main
Systems
Adaptors
& Fittings
Stainless
Steel

Chain &
Drive Lubricant

Greaseless Lubricant
0229
6130009000

Penetrant for Seized Parts
0229

0229
400

9.15

Amberglide

Use where temperatures regularly reach a sustained
120°C to 160°C such as photocopier fuser units
and moving parts near heat sourced e.g. conveyors,
sideways and chutes. Particularly suitable to rapidly
Hose, Tubing oscillating packaging equipment arms.
& Couplings Cleans, lubricates and waterproofs.
Malleable
Iron

Clamps
& Clips

6150001100
6170030010

400
500

14.95
6.85

6150003600

400

8.60

Gear & Wire Rope
Ideal for open gears in dusty environments (e.g.
quarries) where the dry film will not attract dust.
Use all wire ropes subjected to tension and/or
movement.
Forms a dry non-peeling film that overcomes
the limitations of grease lubrication and pressure
cushions.

Sprays &
Adhesives
Blow Guns
& Vacuum
Wash Down
& Fuelling
Air Tools
Tools,
Hardware
& PPE

PTFE Lubricant
0229
6130013000

Due to restrictions imposed by the
Transport of Dangerous Goods Act,
these products are available for
delivery to MAINLAND UK ONLY. For
further information please contact our
customer service department.

Heavy Duty
Lubricant
0229
400

19.45

6150007000

400

15.60
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